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Cleaning up the afterlife â€“ one spirit at a time!Â R to L (Japanese Style). Cleaning up the afterlife

â€“ one spirit at a time!Ever since he was little, Ichigo Kurosaki has been able to see the spirits of

the dead, so when a teenage girl materializes through his bedroom wall, this should be no call for

alarm. Rukia Kuchiki is a shinigami, a member of the mysterious Soul Society that is charged with

capturing rogue ghosts, and is hot on the trail of an evil spirit. But in the ensuing confrontation,

Ichigo absorbs Rukia's powers, giving him the ability to not only see the undead, but to fight them as

well. Now this 15-year-old high school student begins a brand new vocation: hyperkinetic,

all-purpose ghost-busting. With enough attitude to make a grown ghost blush, Ichigo and crew are

taking on the after-life one ghoulie at time.
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This series is almost unequaled in its depth of characters, its storylines, and its length. A well written

almost never ending tale of action adventure love betrayal death and almost everything human. Buy

the manga, Buy the movies, Buy the dvd's. If you can find it on blu-ray pick it up and keep it forever.

Its certainly worth it.

I started buy Bleach shortly before the Borders Bookstore by my home announced it was closing its

doors. Because of this there were volumes that I missed out on, but thank god for . I bought this

(and one other) volume and they arrive in pristine shape; I felt so giddy just holding them. Thank you



, be it on my Kindle, or in hand, you've never failed me with my book orders.

Ichigo's bankai training...the famous hot spring scene...some mystery involving Ichimaru...and some

background on Hinamori Momo, Kira Izuru, and Abarai Renji. Overall, awesome volume. I love this

series so much!

Tite Kubo, Bleach: Beginning of the Death of Tomorrow (ViZ, 2001)Ichigo and his friends'

appearance in the soul reaper city seems to have set off more than just alarm bells, as the entire

soul reaper hierarchy is falling apart. Meanwhile, both Uryu and Ichigo make life-changing decisions

about their powers as they fight the soul reapers on one front. On the other front are a group of

renegade (well, not really, but it often seems that way) soul reapers investigating what really

happened to Captain Aizen. A fine series, this, well worth your time. ****

My son LOVES BLEACH and wants them all!! So little by little, I'm getting them for him. Thanks for

your service!

My daughter loved this book- hard to find at the local shops!
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